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MORE ON POINCARE-HOPF AND GAUSS-BONNET
OLIVER KNILL
Abstract. We illustrate connections between differential geometry on finite sim-
ple graphs G = (V,E) and Riemannian manifolds (M, g). The link is that curva-
ture can be defined integral geometrically as an expectation in a probability space
of Poincare´-Hopf indices of coloring or Morse functions. Regge calculus with an
isometric Nash embedding links then the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern integrand of a Rie-
mannian manifold with the graph curvature. There is also a direct nonstandard
approach [18]: if V is a finite set containing all standard points of M and E con-
tains pairs which are closer than some positive number. One gets so finite simple
graphs (V,E) which leads to the standard curvature. The probabilistic approach
is an umbrella framework which covers discrete spaces, piecewise linear spaces,
manifolds or varieties.
1. Poincare´-Hopf
1.1. For a finite simple digraph (V,E) with no triangular cycles, we can define
the index i(v) = 1− χ(S−(v)), where S−(v) is the graph generated by all vertices
pointing towards v and where the Euler characteristic χ(G) =
∑
x⊂G ω(x) sums
ω = (−1)dim(x) over the set G of all complete subgraphs x. As usual, we identify
here G with the Whitney complex defined by (V,E). The following result appeared
already in [16] and is a discrete analog of [20, 6, 22].
Theorem 1 (Poincare´-Hopf for digraphs).
∑
v∈V i(v) = χ(G).
Figure 1. Three directed graphs without circular triangles. The
indices on the vertices add up to the Euler characteristic.
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Proof. Because cyclic triangles are absent in G, the digraph structure defines a total
order on each simplex x. Let v = F (x) be the maximal element on x, defining so a
map F from the simplicial complex G to V . Because the push-forward of the signed
measure ω(x) = (−1)dim(x) from G to V is i = F∗ω, we have i(V ) = ω(G). 
1.2. The result generalizes to functions [15]. If fG(t) = 1 + f0t+ · · ·+ fdtd+1 is the
f -function of G, the generating function of the f -vector of G, then
Theorem 2. fG(t) = 1 + t
∑
v∈V fS−(v)(t).
1.3. The integrated version produces a Gauss-Bonnet version [14]. If FG(t) =∫ t
0
fG(s) ds denote the anti-derivative of fG, the curvature valuation to f is the
anti-derivative of f evaluated on the unit sphere. The functional form of the Gauss-
Bonnet formula is then
fG(t)− 1 =
∑
v∈V
FS(v)(t) .
The Euler characteristic is obtained by evaluating at t = −1. This actually cor-
responds to the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern integrand in the continuum which contains
Pfaffians of curvature tensor entries.
Figure 2. Three more examples: for every complete graph, there is
always just one point with index 1, the minimum. For cyclic graphs,
the indices are either −1 or 1 and there are the same number of
each. For the utility graph with Euler characteristic −3, there are
also examples for which all indices are non-zero.
1.4. The Poincare´-Hopf formula for the generating function fG(t) again relates to
question how fast one can compute the f -vector of the graph. It is an NP-complete
problem, as it solves the clique problem. Assuming the clique problem is hard, we
know that the following problem is hard: how do we place an irrotational digraph
structure on a graph such that S−(x) contains about half of the vertices of the unit
sphere S(v) of every v ∈ V .
1.5. Examples:
1) If the direction F comes from a coloring g : V → R, the direction is defined by
v → w if g(v) < g(w). The graph S−(v) is generated by {w ∈ V | g(w) < g(v)}.
See [9].
2) For graphs without triangles or graphs equipped with the 1-dimensional skeleton
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simplicial complex, the index is i(v) = 1− deg−(v)/2, where deg−(v) is the number
of incoming vertices.
3) For 2-graphs, graphs for which every unit sphere is a circular graph Cn with
n ≥ 4, the index iv(x) is one minus the number of connectivity components of S(x)
which come into x. If all point into x (this is a sink) or all point away from x (this
is a source), then the index is 1. With exactly two components getting in and two
parts getting out, we get a saddle. As in the continuum, the index can not get larger
than 1. The index is 0 if there is one incoming direction and one outgoing direction.
Figure 3. For a sink and source in a 2-graph, the index is 1. In
the sink case, the incoming graph is the unit sphere which has Euler
characteristic 0. In the source case, the incoming graph is the empty
graph which has zero Euler characteristic.
Figure 4. For a saddle on a 2-graph, the index is negative. We see
a Morse saddle to the left and a Monkey saddle of index −2 to the
right. There are then three incoming and three outgoing connected
components in S(x).
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Figure 5. A directed icosahedron graph with 4 equilibrium points of
index 1 and two saddle equilibria of index−1. The Euler characteristic
is 2, as it should be for 2-spheres.
2. Curvature
2.1. In a broad way, curvature can be defined integral geometrically as index expec-
tation. Gauss-Bonnet is then a direct consequence of Poincare´-Hopf, not requiring
any proof. In the discrete, this has been explored in [8, 11, 10, 13]. The definition
has the advantage that can be used as a definition both in the discrete as well
as in the continuum. While indices are integers and so divisors, curvature K is in
general real-valued. It still satisfies the Gauss-Bonnet constraint, assuring that the
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total curvature is Euler characteristic.
We can so study the question which spaces allow for constant curvature and explore
the first Hopf conjecture in the discrete: the later is the question whether positive
sectional curvature implies positive Euler characteristic for even-dimensional discrete
manifolds. Having the same question in the discrete allows a different avenue in
exploring this notoriously difficult question for Riemannian manifolds. We will write
about this oldest open problem in global differential geometry more elsewhere. Of
course, positive curvature manifolds are then defined as a pair (M,µ) where the
probability measure µ on Morse functions Ω has the property that for any point
x ∈M and any any two dimensional plane in TxM , the manifold N = expx(D) has
positive µ-curvature at x. This makes sense as almost all Morse functions on M
induce Morse functions on N near x.
2.2. If G = (V,E) is a finite simple graph. Assume that a probability measure µ
on the space Ω of edge directions F is given. This defines a probability measure
px on each simplex x. The probability px(v) is the probability that v is the largest
element in x. The curvature K(v) = E[ig(v0] is the expectation of index functions
ig(v). It satisfies
Theorem 3 (Gauss-Bonnet).
∑
v∈V K(v) = χ(G)
Proof. Just take the expectation on both sides of the Poincare´-Hopf identity χ(G) =∑
v∈V ig(v). 
2.3. One interesting question we did not explore yet is how how big the probability
of irrotational directed graphs are in the space of all directed Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graphs
with n vertices and edge probability p and how to construct irrotational directions
more generally than using potentials g : V → R and defining v → w if g(v) < g(w).
For p = 1, we look at complete graphs of n elements which has m = n(n−1)/2 edges
and 2m directions. We expect for each triangle to have a probability 6/23 = 3/4 to
produce no cycle of length 3. As triangles appear with probability scaling p3 and
each triangle is with probability 1/4 cyclic, we expect cyclic triangles to appear with
a frequency with which triangles appear when the probability is p·(3/4)1/3 ∼ 0.908p.
3. The Continuum
3.1. Let M be a smooth compact Riemannian manifold and let µ be a probability
measure on smooth vector fields F such that for µ-almost all fields F , there are only
finitely many hyperbolic equilibrium points. The later means that the Jacobean
dF (x) is invertible at every of the finitely many equilibrium point. We can then get
a curvature on M by taking the index expectation of these vector fields.
3.2. For example, if µ is a measure on the set of Morse functions g of a Riemannian
manifold M , then the Hessian at a critical point of a function g is the Jacobean of
F = grad(g). The Morse condition assures that the Hessians are invertible. The
index expectation K satisfies automatically Gauss-Bonnet. Such measures always
exist. Can every smooth function K be realized as index expectation if the Euler
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characteristic constraint is satisfied? More precisely, given a smooth function K on
M satisfying
∫
M
K dV = χ(G), is there a measure on Morse functions such that
K is the index expectation? What we can show so far is that on any Riemannian
manifold M there is a measure µ on Morse functions which produces a constant
curvature K. This will be explored a bit elsewhere.
3.3. How do we get the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern integrand, the curvature K which pro-
duces the Euler characteristic
∫
M
K(x) dV (x) = χ(M) as a Pfaffian of a Riemannian
curvature tensor expression? One possibility is to Nash [17] embed the Riemannian
manifold into a finite dimensional Euclidean space E and to take the probability
space Ω of linear functions on E which is a finite dimensional manifold and carries
a natural unique rotational invariant measure µ. Almost every function g is known
to be Morse with respect to this measure. It defines so Poincare´-Hopf indices ig(x)
for almost every g. This leads to a curvature K(x) = E[ig(x)] which satisfies the
theoremum egregium (meaning that it is independent of the embedding). It also
agrees with the Euler curvature:
Theorem 4. The expectation K(x) = Eµ[i(x)] is the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern inte-
grand. It is by construction independent of the embedding.
Proof. This has been proven using Regge calculus [21, 4, 2]. The Cheeger-Mueller-
Schrader paper which also gives a new proof of Gauss-Bonnet-Chern. For a proof of
Patodi, see [5]. The Regge approach means making a piecewise linear approxima-
tions of the manifold, defining curvature integral geometrically and then show that
the limit converges as measures. [2]. 
3.4. The integral geometric point of view has been put forward earlier in [1]. The
Regge approach allows to fit the discrete and continuum using integral geometry.
The frame works of Poincare´-Hopf curvature works equally well for polytopes and
manifolds and graphs.
3.5. An other approach is to define axiomatically what a “good curvature” on a
Riemannian manifold should be. Let us assume that M is a smooth, compact Rie-
mannian manifold and say that K is a “good curvature” if the following properties
hold:
• K is a smooth function on M .
• Generalizes Gauss: In the two dimensional case, K is the Gauss curvature.
• In odd dimensions, K is identically zero.
• Gauss-Bonnet: ∫
M
K(x) dV (x) = χ(M) is the Euler characteristic.
• Theorema Egregium: K does not depend on any embedding in an ambient
space.
• K is local in the sense that K(x) for M is the same than the curvature of
K(x) when restricted to a small neighborhood of x.
Added December 21: One could add KM×N(x, y) = KM(x)KN(x), if M,N are two
even dimensional manifolds.
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3.6. We believe that in even dimensions, the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern integrand is the
only choice for these postulates. Since also the index expectation of a probability
space of linear functions in an ambient Euclidean space satisfies the postulates, this
would establish the relation proven so far only via Regge calculus. Not everything
with name curvature qualifies. Ricci curvature, sectional curvature, mean curvature
or scalar curvatures are of different type. Already curvature |T ′|/|r′| with T = |r′|
of a parametrization of a curve is an example of a curvature which does not qualify,
even without the odd dimension assumption. It does not satisfy the Gauss-Bonnet
formula for example.
3.7. A direct link between the continuum and discrete is given by internal set
theory [18]. In that theory, a new attribute “standard” is added to the standard
axioms ZFC of set theory using three axioms. The advantage of internal set theory
to other non-standard approaches is that usual mathematics is untouched and that
it is known to be a consistent extension of ZFC. A language extension allows for
powerful shortcuts in real analysis and or probability theory. For the later see
the astounding monograph [19]. Borrowing terminology of that book, one could
name discrete graph theoretical approaches to Riemannian geometry a “radically
elementary differential geometry”. It is extremely simple and works as follows:
3.8. In general for any mathematical object, there exists a finite set which contains
all the standard elements in that object. (See Theorem 1.2 in [18]). In particular,
given a compact manifold M , there exists a finite set V which contains all standard
points of M . This set is the vertex set of a graph. Let  > 0 be any positive
number we can say that two points in M are called “connected” if their distance is
smaller than . Now define the edge set E as the set of pairs (x, y) such that x and
y are connected. This defines a finite simple graph. It depends on . (One can not
define it without specifying some  by using pairs which are infinitesimally close.
The axiom (S) in the IST requires the relation φ to be internal. This is a classical
mistake done when using non-standard analysis and it was done in the first version
of this paper. Thanks to Michael Katz to point this error out to me). Here are the
three axioms IST of Nelson which extend ZFC:
(I) : (∀st,finz∃x∀y ∈ z φ(x, y))⇔ (∃x∀sty φ(x, y)), φ internal
(S) : ∀stx∃stb∀stx (x ∈ b⇔ x ∈ a and φ(x)), φ arbitrary
(T ) : (∀stx φ(x, u))⇔ (∀x φ(x, u)), φ internal, u standard
3.9. There are now Poincare´-Hopf or Gauss-Bonnet formulas available and they
lead to the same results if  is infinitesimal. The graph (V,E) is naturally homotopic
to any good triangulation of the manifold. It is of course of much larger dimension
but we do not care. But the finite simple graph (V,E) gives more, it contains all
information about the original manifold M .
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3.10. Can one recover the Riemannian metric? Not from the graph itself as home-
omorphic manifolds can be modeled by graph isomorphic graphs. We need more
structure. There are two ways to compute distances in the graph: use the Connes
formula [3] from the Dirac operator D = d + d∗ defined by the exterior derivative
d defined on the graph has an advantage that it can be deformed [12]. An other is
to define the distance between two points x, y as the geodesic distance between two
points in the graph and scale this so that the diameter of G is the same than the
diameter of the manifold. The measure µ on Morse functions which produces the
Euler curvature however should allow to recover the distance as Crofton formulas
allow to define a length of curves integral geometrically and so define a notion of
geodesic.
4. Illustration
4.1. The simplest curvature is the signed curvature d
dt
arg(r′(t)) of a planar curve
r(t). Gauss-Bonnet in that case goes under the name Hopf Umlaufsatz which tells
that for a simple closed C2 curve, the total signed curvature is 2pi. We mention the
Hopf proof [7] because the index expectation definition of curvature allows deforma-
tions. Since Hopf could handle a subtle case with elegance using deformation, there
is an obvious question whether one can deform the measure µ defining curvature
to make it positive if all sectional curvatures are positive. The Euler curvature has
long been known not to be positive if curvature is positive.
4.2. Hopf proved this through a homotopy argument. Assume r(t) is parametrized
as r : [0, 1] → R2. Given a path from (0, 0) to (1, 1) he looked at the total angle
change which must be a multiple of 2pi. As the total change depends continuously
on the curve, homotopic curves from (0, 0) to (1, 1) have the same total change.
Going from (0, 0) to (1, 0) gives pi. Going from (1, 0) to (1, 1) again gives pi. So that
the piecewise linear path from (0, 0) to (1, 1) gives a change of 2pi.
4.3. In the case of a one dimensional manifold, maxima have index −1 and minima
have index 1. The Puiseux formula shows that the expectation value of the index
is the signed curvature K(t) = r′(t)× r′′(t)/|r′(t)|3. Gauss-Bonnet is then the Hopf
Umlaufsatz. The Gauss-Bonnet-Chern integrand is a priori not defined in the odd-
dimensional case but there is an integral geometric invariant.
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Figure 6. Embedding a manifold M into an ambient space and
computing the Morse indices of Morse functions obtained by a linear
function in the ambient space produces indices. Averaging over the
projective space gives signed curvature. Integrating over the entire
circle gives 0 as every maximum matches a minimum.
Figure 7. For a manifold with boundary, the Poincare´-Hopf cur-
vature gives a boundary curvature. In the case of a one-dimensional
manifold with boundary part of the curvature is on the boundary. The
total curvature of a curve is 1. If the measure is taking the full 2pi
turn, then the curvature 1/2 is supported on both ends and zero inside.
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Figure 8. For an odd dimensional variety M , the Poincare´-Hopf
curvature is supported on the singularities. In this case of a figure
8 curve in the form of the lemniscate y2 − x2 + x4 = 0, the index
expectation is the Dirac point measure with weight −1 at (0, 0) (the
indices at other points cancel out like for a closed curve). The Euler
characteristic of M is −1. In order that the Poincare´-Hopf index to
exist, we only need that for small enough r, the spheres Sr(x) of a
singular point are of the same class but smaller dimensional. It is
enough for example to assume that the variety has the property that
Sr(x) is a manifold for small enough r.
Figure 9. Unlike for curves, in higher dimensions, one in general
needs larger dimensional spaces for embedding. Here is an embedding
of a torus in R3 for which the index expectation gives the standard
Gauss curvature.
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Figure 10. For spheres, there are functions with exactly two
Poincare´-Hopf critical points.
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-0.3
-0.2
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0.1
Figure 11. The curvature of a nonstandard manifold M is the Euler
curvature. We see a picture illustrating a non-standard circle. The
figure to the right shows the curvatures. They are very small. If the
vertex set is a finite set containing all standard elements of M , then
the standard part of the curvature of the graph is the Euler curvature
of the manifold. It is zero for odd dimensional manifolds.
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